GROWING REVENUES AND DEALFLOW ARE THE TIP OF THE ICEBERG

Vox Royalty is the fastest growing royalty company in the world. But there's much more to the story than what you see:
- Vox provides precious metal exposure with a data-driven royalty identification process, creating the first mover advantage for an organization.
- Vox has a unique advantage in uncovering forgotten and undervalued royalty agreements.
- With a proprietary database of 8,000+ assets, Vox has access to royalties other companies have yet to discover.
- Vox is the second largest listed holder of mining royalties in Australia, second only to the world's largest royalty company).
- Vox is the second only mining royalty company in the world.
- Vox builds upon deep value thanks to:
  - A fast growing royalty business model.
  - A large volume of new acquisitions.
  - Vox's management is a technically focused group of geologists and mining engineers.
  - With a data-driven royalty identification process, Vox is the first mover advantage for an organization.
  - With a proprietary database of over 8,000 royalties, Vox is disrupting the mining royalty industry as we know it.
  - Vox provides exposure to metals like vanadium and lithium.
  - Vox holds royalties on current allocation of metals like vanadium and lithium.
  - Vox holds royalties on Nickel.
  - Vox holds royalties on Nickel.

BUILDING ON SOLID GROUND

Vox's management is a technically focused group of geologists and mining engineers.

THE VOX PORTFOLIO: BUILDING ON SOLID GROUND

Vox Royalty has a portfolio of over 50 royalty assets across several precious metals, metals, minerals, and base metals.

Vox's internal database covering over 8,000 royalties.

DRIVEN BY DATA

Vox Royalty is the first mover advantage for an organization.

UNLOCKING VALUE

Vox Royalty builds upon deep value thanks to:
- A fast growing royalty business model.
- A large volume of new acquisitions.
- Vox's management is a technically focused group of geologists and mining engineers.
- With a proprietary database of over 8,000 royalties, Vox is disrupting the mining royalty industry as we know it.
- Vox provides exposure to metals like vanadium and lithium.
- Vox holds royalties on current allocation of metals like vanadium and lithium.
- Vox holds royalties on Nickel.
- Vox holds royalties on Nickel.

Vox Royalty is the second only mining royalty company in the world.

AND OPERATING PARTNERS

Vox Royalty has partnerships with companies around the world, including:
- Franco-Nevada
- Evrim Energy
- ASX
- WPM
- ELY
- OR
- WPM
- SSL
- OTCQX
- TSX.V
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The Competition: Freezing Out the Tip of the Iceberg

FREEZING OUT THE COMPETITION: UNLOCKING VALUE

Vox Royalty is freezing out the competition by:
- Building on solid ground with a proven royalty business model.
- Producing cashflow.
- Vox royalties are starting to grow as more assets enter production.
- Revenue is ramping up.
- Proven to generate alpha in the royalty industry.
- Vox's royalties are on assets primarily acquired since 2019.
- Vox's management is a technically focused group of geologists and mining engineers.
- With a data-driven royalty identification process, Vox is the first mover advantage for an organization.
- With a proprietary database of 8,000+ assets, Vox has access to royalties other companies have yet to discover.
- Vox is disrupting the mining royalty industry as we know it.
- Vox provides exposure to metals like vanadium and lithium.
- Vox holds royalties on current allocation of metals like vanadium and lithium.
- Vox holds royalties on Nickel.
- Vox holds royalties on Nickel.
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